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Abstract:
Many important tasks such as vehicle navigation, unmanned system teleoperation, and robotic surgery require
human operators to interact with a computer controlled mechanical system. Currently, there is intense
research activity devoted toward complete automation of system operation. However, human operators will
remain "in the loop" for the foreseeable future, due to various technical issues, legal issues, and social issues.
The development of shared control methods for operator assistance, safeguarding, and augmentation are thus
a necessary component of future intelligent systems. This talk will present an approach to shared humanmachine control (i.e. “semi-autonomous control”) that is abstracted as a constraint planning problem. In this
approach, constraints are defined to bound a safe operational region of the physical environment, input space,
and state space. Methods for "threat assessment" are used to estimate the hazard level of a given scenario,
and this threat estimate is used to partition control between the human operator and the control system.
Simulated and experimental results are presented in the context of manned and unmanned (i.e. teleoperated)
vehicle navigation, and demonstrate the framework’s ability to robustly ensure vehicle safety while sharing
control with a human driver.
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